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1
Guidance for Industry and Reviewers12

3
4

Estimating the Safe Starting Dose in Clinical Trials 5
for Therapeutics in Adult Healthy Volunteers6

7
8

9
This draft guidance, when finalized, will represent the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA's) current10
thinking on this topic.  It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does not operate to11
bind FDA or the public.  An alternative approach may be used if such approach satisfies the requirements12
of the applicable statutes and regulations.13

14

15
16

I. INTRODUCTION17
18

This guidance outlines a process (algorithm) and vocabulary for deriving the maximum19
recommended starting dose (MRSD) for "first in human" clinical trials of new molecular entities20
in adult healthy volunteers and recommends a standardized process by which the MRSD can be21
selected.  The purpose of this process is to ensure the safety of the human volunteers. 22

23
The goals of this guidance are to (1) establish a consistent terminology for discussing the starting24
dose, (2) provide common conversion factors for deriving a human equivalent dose, and (3)25
delineate a strategy for selecting the MRSD for adult healthy volunteers, regardless of the26
projected clinical use.  This process is diagrammed with a flow chart that presents the decisions27
and calculations used to generate the MRSD from animal data.  28

29
30

II. SCOPE31
32

The process identified in this document pertains to determining the MRSD for adult healthy33
subjects when beginning a clinical investigation of any new drug or biological therapeutic that34
has been studied in animals.  This document is not pertinent to prophylactic vaccines or35
endogenous proteins (i.e., recombinant clotting factors) used at physiologic concentrations.   The36
process outlined in this document does not address dose escalation or maximum allowable doses37
in clinical trials.38

39

                                                
1 This guidance has been prepared by the Office of New Drugs in the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
(CDER) in cooperation with the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) at the Food and Drug
Administration. 
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Although the process outlined in this document uses observed toxicities, administered doses, and40
an algorithmic approach to calculate the MRSD, an alternative approach could be proposed that41
places primary emphasis on animal pharmacokinetics and modeling rather than dose.  In a42
limited number of cases, animal pharmacokinetic data may be useful in determining initial43
clinical doses.2  However, in the majority of new INDs, animal data are not available in44
sufficient detail to construct a scientifically valid, pharmacokinetic model whose aim is to45
accurately project an MRSD.46

47
Toxicity should be avoided at the initial dose.  However, doses should be chosen that allow48
reasonably rapid attainment of the phase 1 trial objectives (e.g., assessment of the therapeutic's49
tolerability, pharmacodynamic or pharmacokinetic profile).  All of the relevant preclinical data,50
including information on the pharmacologically active dose, the full toxicologic profile of the51
compound, and the pharmacokinetics (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion) of the52
therapeutic, should be considered when determining the MRSD.  Starting with doses lower than53
the MRSD is always a possible option and may be particularly appropriate to meet some clinical54
trial objectives.55

56
The remainder of this document will focus on the recommended algorithmic process for starting57
dose extrapolation from animals to humans based on administered doses, since this method will58
likely be useful for the majority of new INDs seeking to investigate new drugs in healthy59
volunteers.  Some classes of drugs (e.g., many cytotoxic or biological agents) are commonly60
introduced into initial clinical trials in patient volunteers rather than healthy volunteers.61
Typically, this occurs when a drug is suspected or known to be unavoidably toxic.  Although this62
document does not specifically address starting doses in patients, many principles and some63
approaches recommended here may be applicable to designing such trials. 64

                                                
2 If the parent drug is measured in the plasma at multiple times and fits the range of toxic dose for two or more
animal species, it may be possible to develop a pharmacokinetic model predicting human doses and concentrations
and draw inferences about human safe plasma levels in the absence of prior human data.  While quantitative
modeling for this purpose may be straightforward, the following points suggest this approach may present a number
of difficulties when evaluating estimates of a safe starting dose.  Generally, at the time of IND initiation, there are a
number of unknowns regarding animal toxicity and comparability of human and animal pharmacokinetics and
metabolism: (1) human bioavailability and metabolism may differ significantly from that of animals; (2)
mechanisms of toxicity may not be known (i.e., toxic accumulation in a peripheral compartment; and/or (3) toxicity
may be due to an unidentified metabolite, not parent drug.  Thus, to rely on pharmacokinetic models (based on
parent drug in plasma) to gauge starting doses would require multiple untested assumptions.   Modeling may be used
with greatest validity to estimate human starting doses in special cases where few underlying assumptions would be
necessary.  Such cases are exemplified by large molecular weight proteins (like humanized monoclonal antibodies),
which are intravenously administered, are removed from circulation by endocytosis rather than metabolizism, have
immediate and detectable effects on blood cells, and have a volume of distribution limited to the plasma volume.
Here, allometric, pharmacokinetic, and pharmacodynamic models have been useful in identifying the human mg/kg
dose that would be predicted to correlate with safe drug plasma levels in nonhuman primates.  Even in these cases,
uncertainties (such as differences between human and chimpanzee receptor sensitivity or density) have been shown
to affect human pharmacologic or toxicologic outcomes, and the use of safety factors as described in this document
is still warranted.
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65
III. OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM66

67
The process for selecting the MRSD is presented in Figure 1 and described in this section.  The68
major elements C the determination of the no observed adverse effect levels (NOAELs) in the69
tested species, conversion of NOAELs to human equivalent dose (HED), selection of the most70
appropriate species, and application of a safety factor C are all discussed in greater detail in71
subsequent sections.  Situations are also discussed in which the algorithm should be modified.72
The algorithm is intended to be used for systemically administered therapeutics.  Topical,73
intranasal, intra-tissue, and compartmental administration routes and depot formulations may74
have additional considerations, but similar principles should apply.  75

76
The process of calculating the MRSD should begin after the toxicity data have been analyzed.77
Although only the NOAEL should be used directly in the algorithm for calculating a MRSD,78
other data (exposure/toxicity relationships, pharmacologic data, or prior clinical experience with79
related drugs) can affect the choice of most appropriate species, scaling, and safety factors.  80

81
The NOAEL for each species tested should be identified, then each should be converted to the82
human equivalent dose (HED) using appropriate scaling factors.  For most systemically83
administered therapeutics, this conversion should be based on the normalization of doses to body84
surface area.  Although body surface area conversion is the usual way to approximate equivalent85
exposure if no further information is available, in some cases, extrapolating doses based on other86
parameters may be more appropriate.  This decision should be based on the data available for the87
individual case.  The body surface area normalization and the extrapolation of the animal dose to88
human dose should be done in one step by dividing the NOAEL in each of the animal species89
studied by the appropriate body surface area conversion factor (BSA-CF).  This is a unitless90
number that converts mg/kg dose for each animal species to the mg/kg dose in humans, which is91
equivalent to the animal’s NOAEL on a mg/m2 basis.  The resulting figure is called a human92
equivalent dose (HED).  The species that generates the lowest HED is called the most sensitive93
species. 94

95
When information indicates that a particular species is most relevant for assessing human risk96
(and deemed the most appropriate species), the HED for that species should be used in97
subsequent calculations, regardless of whether this species was the most sensitive.  This case is98
common for biologic therapies, many of which have high selectivity for binding to human target99
proteins, and limited reactivity in species commonly used for toxicity testing.  In such cases, in100
vitro binding and activity studies should be done to select appropriate, relevant species before101
toxicity studies are designed (please refer to the ICH3 guidance for industry S6 Preclinical Safety102
Evaluation of Biotechnology-Derived Pharmaceuticals for more details).  Additionally, a species103
might be considered an inappropriate toxicity model for a given drug if a dose-limiting toxicity104
in that species was concluded to be of limited value for human risk assessment (based on105
historical comparisons of toxicities in species to those in humans across a therapeutic class).  In106

                                                
3 International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for
Human Use (ICH). 
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this case, data from that species should not be used to derive the HED.  Without any additional107
information to guide the choice of the most appropriate species for assessing human risk, the108
most sensitive species is designated the most appropriate, because using the lowest HED would109
generate the most conservative starting dose.  110

111
A safety factor should then be applied to the HED to increase assurance that the first dose in112
humans will not cause adverse effects.  The use of the safety factor should be based on the113
possibility that humans may be more sensitive to the toxic effects of a therapeutic agent than114
predicted by the animal models, that bioavailability may vary across species, and that the models115
tested do not evaluate all possible human toxicities.  For example, ocular disturbances or pain116
(such as severe headaches) in humans can be significant dose-limiting toxicities that may go117
undetected in animal studies.  118

119
In general, a safety factor of 10 is recommended.  The MRSD should be obtained by dividing the120
HED by the safety factor.  Safety concerns or design shortcomings noted in animal studies may121
increase the safety factor, and thus reduce the MRSD further.  Alternatively, information about122
the pharmacologic class (well-characterized classes of therapeutics with extensive human clinical123
and preclinical experience) may allay concerns and form the basis of reducing the magnitude of124
the default safety factor and increasing the MRSD.  Although a dose lower than the MRSD can125
be used as the actual starting dose, the process described here will derive the maximum126
recommended starting dose.  This algorithm generates a MRSD in units of mg/kg, a common127
method of dosing used in phase 1 trials, but the equations and conversion factors provided in this128
document (Table one, second column) can be used to generate final dosing units in the mg/m2129
form if desired.130

131
As previously stated, for purposes of initial clinical trials in adult healthy volunteers, the HED132
should ordinarily be calculated from the animal NOAEL.  If the HED is based on an alternative133
index of effect, such as the pharmacologically active dose (PAD), this exception should be134
prominently stipulated in descriptions of starting dose calculations.135

136
The remainder of this document provides a description of the individual steps in the137
recommended process and the reasoning behind each step.  The method is supported by a general138
review and analysis by CDER and CBER examining the results from a number of therapeutics139
entered into development.140

141
142

IV. STEP 1:  NO OBSERVED ADVERSE EFFECT LEVEL (NOAEL)143
DETERMINATION 144

145
The first step in determining the MRSD is to review and evaluate the available animal data so146
that a NOAEL can be determined for each study.  Several differing definitions of NOAEL exist,147
but for selecting a starting dose, the following is used here:  the highest dose level that does not148
produce a significant increase in adverse effects.  In this context, adverse effects that are149
statistically significant and adverse effects that may be clinically significant (even if they are not150
statistically significant) should be considered  in the determination of the NOAEL.  The NOAEL151
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is a generally accepted benchmark for safety when derived from appropriate animal studies and152
can serve as the starting point for determining a reasonably safe starting dose of a new153
therapeutic in healthy (or asymptomatic) human volunteers.  154

155
The NOAEL is not the same as the no observed effect level (NOEL), which refers to any effect,156
not just adverse ones, although in some cases the two might be identical.  The definition of the157
NOAEL, in contrast to that of the NOEL, reflects the view that some effects observed in the158
animal may be acceptable pharmacodynamic actions of the therapeutic and may not raise a safety159
concern.  The NOAEL should not be confused with lowest observed adverse effect level160
(LOAEL) or maximum tolerated dose (MTD).  Both of the latter concepts are based on findings161
of adverse effects and are not generally used as benchmarks for establishing safe starting doses162
in adult healthy volunteers.  The term level refers to dose or dosage, generally expressed as163
mg/kg or mg/kg/day.  164

165
Initial IND submissions for first in human studies by definition lack human data or formal166
allometric comparison of pharmacokinetics.  Measurements of systemic levels or exposure (i.e.,167
AUC or Cmax) cannot be employed for setting a safe starting dose in humans, and it is critical to168
rely on dose and observed toxic response data from adequate and well-conducted toxicology169
studies.  However, there are cases where data on bioavailability, metabolite profile, and plasma170
drug levels associated with toxicity may influence the choice of the NOAEL.  One such case171
would be when saturation of drug absorption occurs at a dose that produces no toxicity.  In this172
case, the lowest saturating dose, not the highest (non-toxic) dose, should be used for calculating173
the HED.174

175
There are essentially three types of findings in nonclinical toxicology studies that can be used to176
determine the NOAEL: (1) overt toxicity (e.g., clinical signs, macro- and microscopic lesions);177
(2) surrogate markers of toxicity (e.g., serum liver enzyme levels); and (3) exaggerated178
pharmacodynamic effects.  Although the nature and extent of adverse effects can vary greatly179
with different types of therapeutics and it is anticipated that in many instances experts will180
disagree on the characterization of effects as being adverse or not, the use of NOAEL as a181
benchmark for dose-setting in healthy volunteers should be acceptable to all responsible182
investigators.  As a general rule, an adverse effect observed in nonclinical toxicology studies183
used to define a NOAEL for the purpose of dose-setting should be based on an effect that would184
be unacceptable if produced by the initial dose of a therapeutic in a phase 1 clinical trial185
conducted in adult healthy volunteers.186

187
188

V. STEP 2: HUMAN EQUIVALENT DOSE (HED) CALCULATION189
190

A. Conversion Based on Body Surface Area191
192

After the NOAELs in the relevant animal studies have been determined, they are converted to193
human equivalent doses (HEDs).  A decision should be made regarding the most appropriate194
method for extrapolating the animal dose to the equivalent human dose.  Toxic endpoints for195
therapeutics administered systemically to animals, such as the MTD or NOAEL, are usually196
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assumed to scale well between species when doses are normalized to body surface area (i.e.,197
mg/m2).  The basis for this assumption lies primarily with the work of Freireich et al. (1996) and198
Schein et al. (1970).  These investigators reported that, for antineoplastic drugs, doses lethal to199
10 percent of rodents (LD10s) and MTDs in non-rodents both correlated with the human MTD200
when the doses were normalized to the same administration schedule and expressed as mg/m2.201
Despite the subsequent analyses showing that the MTDs for this set of drugs scale best between202
species when doses are normalized to W0.75 rather than W0.67 (inherent in body surface area203
normalization), normalization to body surface area has remained a widespread practice for204
estimating an HED based on an animal dose.  205

206
An analysis of the impact of the allometric exponent on the conversion of an animal dose to the207
HED was conducted (see Appendix A).  Based on this analysis and on the fact that correcting for208
body surface area increases clinical trial safety by resulting in a more conservative starting dose209
estimate, it was concluded that the approach of converting NOAEL doses to an HED based on210
body surface area correction factors (i.e., W0.67) should be maintained for selecting starting doses211
for initial studies in adult healthy volunteers.  Nonetheless, use of a different dose normalization212
approach, such as directly equating the human dose to the NOAEL in mg/kg, may be appropriate213
in some circumstances.  Deviations from the surface area approach should be justified.  The basis214
for justifying direct mg/kg conversion and examples in which other normalization methods are215
appropriate are described in the following subsection.216

217
Although normalization to body surface area is an appropriate method for extrapolating doses218
between species, consistent factors for converting doses from mg/kg to mg/m2 have not always219
been used.  Given that body surface area normalization provides a reasonable approach for220
estimating an HED, the factors used for converting doses from each species should be221
standardized.  Since surface area varies with W0.67, the conversion factors are therefore222
dependent on the weight of the animals in the studies.  However, analyses conducted to address223
the effect of body weight on the actual BSA-CF (body surface area - conversion factor)224
demonstrated that a standard factor provides a reasonable estimate of the HED over a broad225
range of human and animal weights (see Appendix B).  The conversion factors and divisors226
shown in Table 1, below, are therefore recommended as the standard values to be used for227
interspecies dose conversions for NOAELs in CDER and CBER.  These factors may also be228
applied when comparing safety margins for other toxicity endpoints (e.g., reproductive toxicity229
and carcinogenicity) when other data for comparison, (i.e., AUCs) are unavailable or are230
otherwise inappropriate for comparison.231

232
233

Table 1:  Conversion of Animal Doses to Human Equivalent Doses
(HED) Based on Body Surface Area

To convert animal dose in mg/kg 
to HEDa in mg/kg, either:

Species

To convert animal
dose in mg/kg to
dose in mg/m²,
multiply by km
below:

Divide
animal dose by:

Multiply
Animal dose by:
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Human 37 --- ---
Child (20 kg)b 25 --- ---

Mouse 3 12.3 0.08
Hamster 5 7.4 0.13
Rat 6 6.2 0.16
Ferret 7 5.3 0.19
Guinea pig 8 4.6 0.22
Rabbit 12 3.1 0.32
Dog 20 1.8 0.54
Primates:

Monkeysc 12 3.1 0.32
Marmoset 6 6.2 0.16
Squirrel monkey 7 5.3 0.19
Baboon 20 1.8 0.54

Micro-pig 27 1.4 0.73
Mini-pig 35 1.1 0.95

a Assumes 60 kg human.  For species not listed or for weights outside the standard ranges, human234
equivalent dose can be calculated from the formula: 235

HED = animal dose in mg/kg x (animal weight in kg/human weight in kg)0.33.236
b This km is provided for reference only since healthy children will rarely be volunteers for phase 1 trials.237
c  For example, cynomolgus, rhesus, stumptail.  238

239
B. Basis for Using Mg/Kg Conversions240

241
The factors in Table 1 for scaling animal NOAEL to HEDs are based on the assumption that242
doses scale 1:1 between species when normalized to body surface area.  However, there are243
occasions for which scaling based on body weight (i.e., setting the HED (mg/kg) = NOAEL244
(mg/kg)) may be more appropriate.  To consider mg/kg scaling for a therapeutic, the available245
data should show that the NOAEL occurs at a similar mg/kg dose across species.  The factors246
below should be satisfied before extrapolating to the HED on a mg/kg basis rather than using the247
mg/m2 approach.  Note that mg/kg scaling will give a 12-, 6-, and 2- fold higher HED than the248
default mg/m2 approach for mice, rats, and dogs, respectively.  If these factors cannot be met, the249
mg/m2 scaling approach for determining the HED should be followed as it will lead to a safer250
MRSD.251

252
1. NOAELs occur at a similar mg/kg dose across test species (for the studies with a253

given dosing regimen relevant to the proposed initial clinical trial).254
255

2. If only two NOAELs from toxicology studies in separate species are available,256
one of the following criteria should also be true:  257

258
• The therapeutic is administered orally and the dose is limited by local259

toxicities.  Gastrointestinal (GI) compartment weight scales by W0.94 .  GI260
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volume determines the concentration of the therapeutic in the GI tract.  It is261
thus reasonable that the toxicity of the therapeutic would scale by mg/kg262
(W1.0).263

264
• The toxicity in humans (for a particular class) is dependent on an exposure265

parameter that is highly correlated across species with dose on a mg/kg basis.266
For example, complement activation by systemically administered antisense267
oligonucleotides in humans is believed to be dependent upon Cmax (Geary et268
al., 1997).  For some antisense drugs, the Cmax correlates across nonclinical269
species with mg/kg dose and in such instances mg/kg scaling would be270
justified.  271

272
• Other pharmacologic and toxicologic endpoints also scale between species by273

mg/kg for the therapeutic.  Examples of such endpoints include the MTD,274
lowest lethal dose, and the pharmacologically active dose.275

276
C. Other Exceptions to Mg/M2 Scaling Between Species277

278
1. Therapeutics administered by alternative routes (e.g., topical, intranasal,279

subcutaneous, intramuscular) for which the dose is limited by local toxicities.280
Such therapeutics should be normalized to concentration (mg/area of application,281
for instance) or amount of drug (mg) at the application site.282

2. Therapeutics administered into anatomical compartments that have little283
subsequent distribution outside of the compartment.  Examples are intrathecal,284
intravesical, intraocular, intrapleural, and intraperitoneal administration.  Such285
therapeutics should be normalized between species according to the286
compartmental volumes and concentrations of the therapeutic.287

3. Biological products administered intravascularly with Mr > 100,000 daltons.  Such288
therapeutics should be normalized to mg/kg.289

290
291

VI. STEP 3:   MOST APPROPRIATE SPECIES SELECTION292
293

After the HEDs have been determined from the NOAELs from all toxicology studies relevant to294
the proposed human trial, the next step is to pick one HED for subsequent derivation of the295
MRSD.  This HED should be chosen from the most appropriate species.  In the absence of data296
on species relevance, a default position is that the most appropriate species for deriving the297
MRSD for a trial in adult healthy volunteers is the most sensitive species (i.e., the species in298
which the lowest HED can be identified).  299

300
Factors that could influence the choice of the most appropriate species rather than the default to301
the most sensitive species include: (1) differences in the absorption, distribution, metabolism and302
elimination (ADME) of the therapeutic between the species; (2) class experience that may303
indicate a particular model is predictive of human toxicity; or (3) limited biological cross-species304
pharmacologic reactivity of the therapeutic.  This latter point is especially important for305
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biological therapeutics as many are human proteins that bind to human or non-human primate306
targets (see ICH guidance S6).307

When determining the MRSD for the first dose of a new therapeutic in humans, absorption,308
distribution, and elimination parameters will not be known for humans.  Comparative309
metabolism data, however, might be available based on in vitro studies. These data are310
particularly relevant when there are marked differences in both the in vivo metabolite profiles311
and HEDs in animals.  Class experience implies that previous studies have demonstrated that a312
particular animal model is more appropriate for the assessment of safety for a particular class of313
therapeutics.  For example, in the nonclinical safety assessment of the phosphorothioate314
antisense drugs, the monkey is considered the most appropriate species because monkeys315
experience the same dose limiting toxicity as humans, (i.e., complement activation), whereas316
rodents do not.  For this class of therapeutics, the MRSD would usually be based on the HED for317
the NOAEL in monkeys regardless of whether it was lower than that in rodents, unless unique318
dose limiting toxicities were observed with the new antisense compound in the rodent species.319
Similarities of biochemistry and physiology between the species and humans that are relevant to320
the limiting toxicities of the therapeutic should also be considered under class experience.  If a321
species is the most sensitive but has differences in physiology compared to humans that sensitize322
it to the therapeutic, it may not be the most appropriate species for selecting the MRSD.323

324
VII. STEP 4:  APPLICATION OF SAFETY FACTOR325

326
Once the HED of the NOAEL in the most appropriate species has been determined, a safety327
factor is then applied in order to provide a margin of safety for protection of human subjects328
receiving the initial clinical dose.  This safety factor allows for variability in extrapolating from329
animal toxicity studies to studies in humans resulting from: (1) uncertainties due to enhanced330
sensitivity to therapeutic activity in humans versus animals, (2) difficulties in detecting certain331
toxicities in animals (e.g., headache, myalgias, mental disturbances), (3) differences in receptor332
densities or affinities, (4) unexpected toxicities, and (5) interspecies differences in absorption,333
distribution, metabolism, and excretion of the therapeutic.  These differences may be334
accommodated by lowering the human starting dose from the HED of the selected species335
NOAEL.  336

337
In practice, the MRSD for the clinical trial is determined by dividing the HED derived from the338
animal NOAEL by the safety factor.  The default safety factor used is 10.  This is a historically339
accepted value, but, as described below, should be evaluated based on available information. 340

341
While a safety factor of 10 can generally be considered adequate for protection of human342
subjects participating in initial clinical trials, this safety factor may not be appropriate for all343
cases.  The safety factor should be raised when there is reason for increased concern, and344
lowered when concern is reduced due to available data that provide added assurance of safety.345
This can be visualized as a sliding scale, balancing findings that mitigate the concern for harm to346
healthy volunteers with those that suggest greater concern is warranted. The extent of the347
increase or decrease is largely a matter of judgment, using the available information.  It is348
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incumbent on the evaluator to clearly explain the reasoning behind the applied safety factor when349
it differs from the default value of 10, particularly if it is less than 10. 350

351
A. Increasing the Safety Factor352

353
The following considerations indicate a safety concern that might warrant increasing the safety354
factor. In these circumstances, the MRSD would be calculated by dividing the HED by a safety355
factor that is greater than 10.  If any of the following concerns are defined in review of the356
nonclinical safety database, an increase in the safety factor may be called for.   If multiple357
concerns are identified, the safety factor should be increased accordingly. 358

359
Steep dose response curve.  A steep dose response curve for significant toxicities in the most360
appropriate species or in multiple species may indicate a greater risk to the humans. 361

362
Severe toxicities.  Qualitatively severe toxicities or damage to an organ system (e.g., central363
nervous system (CNS)) indicate increased risk to humans. 364

365
Nonmonitorable toxicity.  Nonmonitorable toxicities may include histopathologic changes in366
animals that are not readily monitored by clinical pathology markers.  367

368
Toxicities without prodromal indicators.  If the onset of significant toxicities is not reliably369
associated with premonitory signs in animals, it may be difficult to know when toxic doses are370
approached in human trials. 371

372
Variable bioavailability.  Widely divergent bioavailability in the several species, with poor373
bioavailability in the test species used to derive the HED, suggest a greater possibility for374
underestimating the toxicity in humans. 375

376
Irreversible toxicity.  Irreversible toxicities in animals suggest the possibility of permanent injury377
in human trial participants. 378

379
Unexplained mortality.  Mortality that is not predicted by other parameters raises the level of380
concern.381

382
Large variability in doses or AUC levels eliciting effect.  When doses or exposure levels that383
produce a toxic effect differ greatly across species, the ability to predict a toxic level in humans384
is reduced and a greater safety factor may be called for. 385

386
Questionable study design or conduct.  Poor study design or conduct casts doubt on the accuracy387
of the conclusions drawn from the data.  For instance, few dose levels, wide dosing intervals, or388
large differences in responses between animals within dosing groups may make it difficult to389
characterize the dose-response curve. 390

391
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Novel therapeutic targets.  Therapeutic targets that have not been previously clinically evaluated392
may increase the uncertainty of relying on the nonclinical data to support a safe starting dose in393
humans.394

395
Animal models with limited utility.  Some classes of therapeutic biologics may have very limited396
interspecies crossreactivity or pronounced immunogenicity, or may work by mechanisms that are397
not known to be conserved between (nonhuman) animals and humans; in these cases, safety data398
from any animal studies may be very limited in scope and interpretability.399

400
B. Decreasing the Safety Factor401

402
Safety factors of less than 10 may be appropriate under some conditions.  The toxicologic testing403
in these cases should be of the highest caliber in both conduct and design.  Most of the time,404
candidate therapeutics for this approach would be members of a well-characterized class.  Within405
the class, the therapeutics should be administered by the same route, schedule, and duration of406
administration; should have a similar metabolic profile and bioavailability; and should have407
similar toxicity profiles across all the species tested including humans.  A smaller safety factor408
might also be used when toxicities produced by the therapeutic are easily monitored, reversible,409
predictable, and exhibit a moderate to shallow dose-response relationship with toxicities that are410
consistent across the tested species (both qualitatively and with respect to appropriately scaled411
dose and exposure).412

413
An additional factor that could suggest a safety factor smaller than 10 would be a case where the414
NOAEL was determined based on toxicity studies of longer duration compared to the proposed415
clinical schedule in healthy volunteers.  In this case, a greater margin of safety is often built into416
the NOAEL, as it was associated with a longer duration of exposure than that proposed in the417
clinical setting.  This assumes that toxicities are cumulative, are not associated with acute peaks418
in therapeutic concentration (e.g., hypotension), and did not occur early in the repeat dose study. 419

420
421

VIII. STEP 5:  CONSIDERATION OF THE PHARMACOLOGICALLY ACTIVE422
DOSE (PAD)423

424
Once the MRSD has been determined, it may be of value to compare it to the PAD derived from425
pharmacodynamic models.  If the PAD is from an in vivo study, an HED can be derived from a426
PAD estimate by using a body surface area conversion factor (BSA-CF).  This HED value427
should be compared directly to the MRSD.  If this pharmacologic HED is lower than the MRSD,428
it may be appropriate to decrease the clinical starting dose for pragmatic or scientific reasons.429
Additionally, for certain classes of drugs or biologics (e.g., vasodilators, anticoagulants,430
monoclonal antibodies, or growth factors), toxicity may arise from exaggerated pharmacologic431
effects.  The PAD in these cases may be a more sensitive indicator of potential toxicity than the432
NOAEL and might therefore warrant lowering the MRSD. 433

434
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435
IX. SUMMARY436

437
A strategy has been proposed to determine the highest recommended starting dose for clinical438
trials of new therapeutics in adult healthy volunteers.  In summary, usually NOAELs from the439
relevant animal studies should be converted to the HEDs using the standard factors presented in440
Table 1.  Using sound scientific judgment, a safety factor should be applied to the HED from the441
most appropriate species to arrive at the MRSD.  This process is meant to define the upper limit442
of recommended starting doses and, in general, lower starting doses can be appropriate.  The443
process described in this document should foster consistency among sponsors and Agency444
reviewers. 445
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APPENDIX A500
501

Analysis of Allometric Exponent on HED Calculations502
503

An analysis was conducted to determine the effect of the allometric exponent on the conversion504
of an animal dose to the HED.  One can derive the following equation (see Appendix C) for505
converting animal doses to the HED based on body weights and the allometric exponent (b):506

507
HED = animal NOAEL x (Wanimal/Whuman)(1-b)508

509
Conventionally, for a mg/m2 normalization b would be 0.67, but a number of studies (including510
the original Freireich data) have shown that MTDs scale best across species when b=0.75.  The511
Interagency Pharmacokinetics Group has recommended that W0.75 be used for interspecies512
extrapolation of doses in carcinogenicity studies.  There are no data, however, to indicate the513
optimal method for converting NOAELs to HEDs.  Conversion factors were calculated over a514
range of animal and human weights using (Wanimal/Whuman)0.33 or (Wanimal/Whuman)0.25 to assess the515
effect on starting dose selection of using b=0.75 instead of b=0.67.  The results are shown in516
Table 2.  Using an allometric exponent of 0.75 had a big effect on the conversion factor for the517
smaller species, mice and rats.  Nonetheless, mice are not commonly used for toxicology studies518
to support the first clinical trials in humans.  In addition, there is evidence that the area under the519
plasma concentration versus time curves in rats and humans correlates reasonably well when520
doses are normalized to mg/m2.  It is concluded that the approach of converting NOAEL doses to521
an HED based on body surface area correction factors (i.e., b=0.67) should be maintained for522
selecting starting doses for initial studies in healthy volunteers since: (1) mg/m2 normalization is523
widely used throughout the toxicology and pharmacokinetic research communities, (2) mg/m2524
normalization provides a more conservative conversion, (3) there are no data to suggest a525
superior method for converting NOAELs, and (4) the centers have significant experience in526
establishing safe starting does based on mg/m2, and it is readily calculated.527

528
Table 2:  Effect of Allometric Exponent on Conversion Factora

Conversion Factorsc ratio of 0.75
to 0.67

species weight rangeb (kg) Standard b=0.67 b=0.75
mouse 0.018-0.033 0.081 0.075 0.141 1.88
rat 0.09-0.40 0.162 0.156 0.245 1.57
rabbit 1.5-3 0.324 0.33 0.43 1.30
monkey 1.5-4 0.324 0.37 0.47 1.27
dog 6.5-13.0 0.541 0.53 0.62 1.17

529
a conversion factor = (Wanimal/Whuman)(1-b)530
b human weight range used was 50-80 kg (110-176 lb)531
c mean conversion factor calculated across entire animal weight range and human weight range532

533
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To summarize this analysis of the effects of the allometric exponent on HED calculations:534
535

• Changing the allometric exponent from 0.67 to 0.75 had a big effect on the conversion factor536
for the smaller rodent species; for mice the conversion factors differed by a factor of almost537
two. 538

539
• Converting doses based on an exponent of 0.75 would lead to higher, more aggressive and540

potentially more dangerous starting doses.  541
542

• The limited data available suggest that the most accurate allometric exponent for normalizing543
maximally tolerated doses (MTDs) of antineoplastic agents for interspecies extrapolation is544
b=0.75, but there are no data to indicate the optimal normalization method for interspecies545
extrapolation of NOAELs in a broad range of therapeutic classes.  Using mg/m2 is widely546
adopted throughout the drug development community.  547

548
• Unless evidence is provided to the contrary, HED calculations should therefore be based on549

b=0.67, i.e., the standard conversions based on mg/m2 relationships.550
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551
APPENDIX B552

553
Analysis of Body Weight Effects on HED Calculations554

555
Accurate conversion of a mg/kg dose to a mg/m2 dose depends on the actual weight (and surface556
area) of the test species.  A popular formula for converting doses is:557

(i) mg/m2 = km × mg/kg558
where km = 100/K×W0.33  where K is a value unique to each species559
or         km = 9.09×W0.35      where a K value unique to each species is not needed. 560

561
562

The km is not truly constant for any species, but increases within a species as body weight563
increases.  The increase is not linear, but increases approximately proportional to W2/3.  For564
example, the km in rats varies from 5.2 for a 100 g rat to 7.0 for a 250 g rat.  Strictly speaking,565
the km value of 6 applies only to rats at the reference weight of 150 g.  For standardization and566
practical purposes, a fixed km factor for each species is preferred.  An analysis was undertaken567
to determine the effect of different body weights within a species on the conversion of an animal568
dose to the HED using km factors.  The km factor was calculated for a range of body weights569
using km = 100/K×W0.33.  In Table 3 (see next page), a working weight range is shown next to570
the reference body weight.  This is the range within which the HED calculated by using the571
standard km value will not vary more than ±20 percent from that which would be calculated572
using a km based on exact animal weight.  This is a relativity small variance considering dose573
separation generally used in deriving the NOAEL, in toxicology studies, which are often 2-fold574
separations.  For example, suppose a NOAEL in rats is 75 mg/kg and the average rat weight is575
250 g.  The km for a 250 g rat is 7.0.  576

HED = 75 × (7/37) = 14 mg/kg in humans.  577
Using the standard km of 6 for rats,578

HED = 75 × (6/37) = 12 mg/kg in humans,579
580

The HED calculated with the standard km of 6 is within 15 percent of the value calculated using581
the actual km of 7.  As shown in Table 3, the body weights producing km factors for which the582
nominal, integer conversion factor was within 20 percent of the calculated factor covered a broad583
range.  This working weight range encompassed the animal weights expected for the majority of584
studies used to support starting doses in humans.585

586
For the typical species used in nonclinical safety studies, Table 3 also shows the body surface587
area in m² for an animal at a particular reference weight.  For example, a 400 g guinea pig has a588
body surface area of approximately 0.05 m2 .  These values come from published sources with589
surface area determined experimentally by various methods.  Compilations of this type of data590
can be found in published references. 591

592
For animal weights outside the working weight range in Table 3, or for species not included in593
the table, an alternative method is available for calculating the HED.  In these cases the594
following formula can be used:595
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596
Table 3:  Conversion of Animal Doses to Human Equivalent Doses (HED) Based on Body Surface Area

To convert animal dose in mg/kg to
HEDb in mg/kg, either:

Species
Reference

Body Weight
(kg)

Working Weight
Rangea (kg)

Body Surface
Area (m²)

To convert dose in 
mg/kg to dose in

mg/m² multiply by km
below:

divide
animal dose by:

Multiply
animal dose by:

Human 60 --- 1.62 37 --- ---
Childc 20 --- 0.80 25 --- ---

Mouse 0.020 0.011-0.034 0.007 3 12.3 0.081
Hamster 0.080 0.047-0.157 0.016 5 7.4 0.135
Rat 0.150 0.080-0.270 0.025 6 6.2 0.162
Ferret 0.300 0.160-0.540 0.043 7 5.3 0.189
Guinea Pig 0.400 0.208-0.700 0.05 8 4.6 0.216
Rabbit 1.8 0.9-3.0 0.15 12 3.1 0.324
Dog 10 5-17 0.50 20 1.8 0.541
Primates:

monkeysd 3 1.4-4.9 0.25 12 3.1 0.324
Marmoset 350 0.140-0.720 0.06 6 6.2 0.162
squirrel monkey 600 0.290-0.970 0.09 7 5.3 0.189
Baboon 12 7-23 0.60 20 1.8 0.541

Micro-pig 20 10-33 0.74 27 1.4 0.730
Mini-pig 40 25-64 1.14 35 1.1 0.946
a For animal weights within the specified ranges, the HED for a 60 kg human calculated using the standard km value will not vary more than ±20597
percent from the HED calculated using a km based on the exact animal weight.598
b Assumes 60 kg human.  For species not listed or for weights outside the standard ranges, human equivalent dose can be calculated from the599
formula: HED = animal dose in mg/kg x (animal weight in kg/human weight in kg)0.33.600
c The km is provided for reference only since healthy children will rarely be volunteers for phase 1 trials.601
d For example, cynomolgus, rhesus, stumptail, etc602
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HED = Animal dose (mg/kg) × [animal weight (kg) ÷ human weight (kg)]0.33 603
604

For example, assume that a NOAEL of 25 mg/kg was determined in a study using rabbits605
weighing 4.0 kg.  The 4.0 kg animals are outside the working range for rabbits of 0.9 to 3.0 kg606
indicated in Table 3.607

608
HED = 25 mg/kg × (4.0 ÷ 60)0.33 = 25 × (0.41) = 10 mg/kg 609

610
Alternatively, if the standard conversion factor was used to calculate the HED611

612
HED = 25 mg/kg ÷ 3.1 = 8.1 mg/kg613

614
The value of 10 mg/kg for the HED is 25 percent greater than the value of 8.1 mg/kg that would615
be calculated using the standard conversion factor.616

617
The km analysis addresses only half of the HED conversion process.  The range of human sizes618
must also be considered to convert the mg/m2 dose back to a HED dose in mg/kg.  To examine619
the effect of both animal and human weights on the conversion factor, the principle of allometry620
was used.  Interspecies biologic parameters are often related by the power function Y = aWb621
where W is body weight and b (allometric exponent) is the slope of the log-log plot,622
logY=b×logW + C.  Using algebraic manipulation (see Appendix C), one can derive an equation623
for converting an animal dose to the HED based on the body weights of the human and the624
animals for a given allometric exponent.  For converting an animal NOAEL in mg/kg to the625
HED in mg/kg, this equation is:626

(ii) HED  = animal NOAEL x (Wanimal/Whuman)(1-b)627
628

Since body surface area is believed to scale with an allometric exponent (b) of 0.67, one can629
explore how the animal and human body weights affect the conversion factor630
(Wanimal/Whuman)0.33. 631

632
The conversion factor was calculated over a range of animal weights and a range of human633
weights from 50-80 kg.  The results are summarized in Table 4, next page.  Column B is the634
weight range of the animals used to calculate, in conjunction with the 50-80 kg range in humans,635
the conversion factor.  The extremes of the conversion factors for the permutations chosen are636
shown in columns C and D.  The proposed standard conversion factors are shown in column E.637
The percentage difference of these extremes from the standard is shown in column F.  Finally,638
the range of animal weights that produced a conversion factor for a 60 kg human within 20639
percent of the standard factor are shown in column G.  The ±10 percent and ±20 percent intervals640
across the entire range of weights are graphically illustrated for rats in the attached spreadsheet641
(see Table 5).642
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643
Table 4:    Effect of Body Weight on HED Conversionsa

A B C D E F G
conversion factorc

species animal weight
rangeb (kg)

sm animal
lg human

lg animal
sm human

Standardd
% difference
of extremee

from standard

±20% rangef for 60
kg human 

(kg)
mouse 0.018-0.033 0.060 0.089 0.081 -22% 0.015-0.051
rat 0.090-0.400 0.106 0.213 0.162 -35% 0.123-0.420
rabbit 1.5-3.0 0.269 0.395 0.324 +22% 1.0-3.4
monkey 1.5-4.0 0.319 0.435 0.324 +34% 1.0-3.4
dog 6.5-13.0 0.437 0.641 0.541 -19% 4.7-16.2

644
a conversion factor = (Wanimal/Whuman)0.33645
b human weight range used was 50-80 kg (110-176 lb)646
c HED in mg/kg equals animal dose in mg/kg multiplied by this value647
d See Table 1648
e extreme from column C or D649
f range of animal weights that produced a calculated conversion factor within 20% of the standard650
factor (column E) when human weight was set at 60 kg651

652
The conclusions from these analyses are:653

• The ±20 percent interval around the standard conversion factor includes a broad range654
of animal and human weights.655

656
• Given that the human weights will vary broadly, it is not usually necessary to be657

concerned about the impact of the variation of animal weights within a species on the658
HED calculation.659

660
• If an extreme animal weight is encountered in a toxicology study, one can calculate661

an accurate conversion factor using (Wanimal/Whuman)0.33.662
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Table 5:  Human and Rat Body Weights Producing Body Surface Area Dose Conversion Factors663
Within 10 percent and 20 percent of the Standard Factor (0.162)664

665
RAT
Effective of body weights on BSA-CF

Use       HED = animal NOAEL • (Wanimal/Whuman)exp(1-b)
assuming b= 0.67 for mg/m2 conversion

standard conversion to mg/kg = 0.162 ±10% 0.146-0.178
±20% 0.130-0.194

Body Weight (kg)
human (kg)

rat (kg) 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
0.090 0.124 0.120 0.117 0.114 0.111 0.109 0.106
0.100 0.129 0.125 0.121 0.118 0.115 0.113 0.110
0.110 0.133 0.129 0.125 0.122 0.119 0.116 0.114
0.120 0.137 0.132 0.129 0.125 0.122 0.119 0.117
0.130 0.140 0.136 0.132 0.129 0.126 0.123 0.120
0.140 0.144 0.139 0.135 0.132 0.129 0.126 0.123
0.150 0.147 0.142 0.138 0.135 0.132 0.129 0.126
0.160 0.150 0.146 0.141 0.138 0.134 0.131 0.129
0.170 0.153 0.149 0.144 0.141 0.137 0.134 0.131
0.180 0.156 0.151 0.147 0.143 0.140 0.137 0.134
0.190 0.159 0.154 0.150 0.146 0.142 0.139 0.136
0.200 0.162 0.157 0.152 0.148 0.145 0.141 0.138
0.210 0.164 0.159 0.155 0.151 0.147 0.144 0.141
0.220 0.167 0.162 0.157 0.153 0.149 0.146 0.143
0.230 0.169 0.164 0.159 0.155 0.152 0.148 0.145
0.240 0.172 0.166 0.162 0.157 0.154 0.150 0.147
0.250 0.174 0.169 0.164 0.160 0.156 0.152 0.149
0.260 0.176 0.171 0.166 0.162 0.158 0.154 0.151
0.270 0.179 0.173 0.168 0.164 0.160 0.156 0.153
0.280 0.181 0.175 0.170 0.166 0.162 0.158 0.155
0.290 0.183 0.177 0.172 0.168 0.164 0.160 0.157
0.300 0.185 0.179 0.174 0.170 0.165 0.162 0.158
0.310 0.187 0.181 0.176 0.171 0.167 0.163 0.160
0.320 0.189 0.183 0.178 0.173 0.169 0.165 0.162
0.330 0.191 0.185 0.180 0.175 0.171 0.167 0.163
0.340 0.193 0.187 0.181 0.177 0.172 0.169 0.165
0.350 0.194 0.188 0.183 0.178 0.174 0.170 0.167
0.360 0.196 0.190 0.185 0.180 0.176 0.172 0.168
0.370 0.198 0.192 0.187 0.182 0.177 0.173 0.170
0.380 0.200 0.194 0.188 0.183 0.179 0.175 0.171
0.390 0.202 0.195 0.190 0.185 0.180 0.176 0.173
0.400 0.203 0.197 0.191 0.186 0.182 0.178 0.174
0.410 0.205 0.199 0.193 0.188 0.183 0.179 0.175
0.420 0.207 0.200 0.194 0.189 0.185 0.181 0.177
0.430 0.208 0.202 0.196 0.191 0.186 0.182 0.178
0.440 0.210 0.203 0.197 0.192 0.188 0.183 0.180
0.450 0.211 0.205 0.199 0.194 0.189 0.185 0.181
0.460 0.213 0.206 0.200 0.195 0.190 0.186 0.182
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APPENDIX C666
667

Derivation of the Interspecies Scaling Factor (Wa/Wh)(1-b)668
669

Power equation (mg)=aWb670
log(mg) = log(a) + bClog(W)= bClog(W) + c671

672
Given the weights of animal and human, and animal dose in mg/kg, solve for HED in mg/kg:673

Let H=mg/kg dose in humans674
A=mg/kg dose in animals675
Wh=weight of human676
Wa=weight of animal677

678
for animal log(mg) = log(a) + bClog(Wa)= bClog(Wa) + c 679
replace mg log(ACWa) = bClog(Wa) + c680
solve for c c = log(ACWa) - bClog(Wa)681

  = log(A) + log(Wa) - bClog(Wa)682
  = log(A) + (1-b)log(Wa)683

684
likewise for human c = log(H) + (1-b)log(Wh)685

686
equate two equations log(A) + (1-b)log(Wa) = log(H) + (1-b)log(Wh)687
solve for log(H) log(H) = log(A) + (1-b)log(Wa) - (1-b)log(Wh)688

= log(A) + (1-b)[log(Wa) - log(Wh)]689
= log(A) + log[(Wa/Wh)(1-b)]690

log(H) = log[AC(Wa/Wh)(1-b)]691
692

solve for H H = AC(Wa/Wh)(1-b)693
694

For example, using mg/m2 normalization (b=0.67) the predicted human MTD in mg/kg based on a rat695
LD10 in mg/kg is: MTD = LD10 C(Wa/Wh)0.33696

697
Likewise the HED in mg/kg based on a surface area conversion given an animal NOAEL is:698
HED = NOAEL C(Wa/Wh)0.33699

700
701
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APPENDIX D702
703

Examples of Calculations for Converting Animal Doses to Human Equivalent Doses704
705

This appendix provides examples of specific calculations to be taken in deriving an HED based706
on standardized factors.707

708
Tables 1 and 3 provide standardized conversion factors for changing animal or human doses709
expressed as mg/kg to doses expressed as mg/m2.  Tables 1 and 3 also have factors (and divisors)710
for converting animal doses in mg/kg to the human dose in mg/kg that is equivalent to the animal711
dose if both were expressed on a mg/m2 basis.  This human dose in mg/kg is referred to as the712
HED.713

714
Example 1: converting to mg/m2 HED715

716
To convert an animal or human dose from mg/kg to mg/m2, the dose in mg/kg is multiplied by717
the conversion factor indicated as km (for mass constant).  The km factor has units of kg/m2; it is718
equal to the body weight in kg divided by the surface area in m2.719

720
formula: mg/kg × km = mg/m2721
to convert a dose of 30 mg/kg in a dog: 30 × 20 = 600 mg/m2722
to convert a dose of 2.5 mg/kg in a human: 2.5 × 37 = 92.5 mg/m2723

724
725

Example 2: converting to mg/kg HED in two steps726
727

To calculate the HED for a particular dose in animals, one can calculate the animal dose in728
mg/m2 by multiplying the dose in mg/kg by the km for that species as described in Example 1.729
The dose can then be converted back to mg/kg in humans by dividing the dose in mg/m2 by the730
km for humans.  731

732
formula: (Animal mg/kg dose × animal km) ÷ human km = human mg/kg dose733
to calculate the HED for a 15 mg/kg dose in dogs: (15 × 20) ÷ 37= 300 mg/m² ÷ 37734

    = 8 mg/kg735
736
737

Example 3: converting to mg/kg HED in one step738
739

The calculation in Example 2 can be simplified by combining the two steps.  The HED can be740
calculated directly from the animal dose by dividing the animal dose by the ratio of the741
human/animal km (third column in Table 1 ) or by multiplying by the ratio of animal/human km742
(fourth column in Table 1).  743

744
745
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Division method746
NOAEL                       calculation                   HED                 747

     mg/kg ÷ [kmhuman/kmanimal]748
15 mg/kg in dogs 15 mg/kg ÷ 1.8 = 8 mg/kg749
50 mg/kg in rats 50 mg/kg ÷ 6.2 = 8 mg/kg750
50 mg/kg in monkeys 50 mg/kg ÷ 3.1 = 16 mg/kg 751

752
Multiplication method753

NOAEL                       calculation                   HED                 754
      mg/kg × [kmanimal/kmhuman]755

15 mg/kg in dogs 15 mg/kg × 0.541 = 8 mg/kg756
50 mg/kg in rats 50 mg/kg × 0.162 = 8 mg/kg757
50 mg/kg in monkey 50 mg/kg × 0.324 = 16 mg/kg758

759
760
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APPENDIX E761

762
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GLOSSARY763
764
765

B:  Allometric exponent766

BSA-CF:  Body surface area conversion factor: a factor that converts a dose (mg/kg) in an767
animal species to the equivalent dose in humans (also known as the Human Equivalent Dose),768
based on differences in body surface area; a BSA-CF is the ratio of the body surface areas in the769
tested species to that of an average human770

HED:  Human equivalent dose: a dose in humans anticipated to provide the same degree of771
effect as that observed in animals at a given dose.  In this document, as in many communications772
from sponsors, the term HED is usually used to refer to the Human Equivalent Dose of the773
NOAEL.  When reference is made to the human equivalent of a dose other than the NOAEL (e.g.774
the PAD), sponsors should explicitly and prominently note this usage. 775

K:  A dimensionless factor that adjusts for differences in the surface area to weight ratio of776
species due to their different body shapes777

Km:  Factor for converting mg/kg dose to mg/m2 dose778

LOAEL:  Lowest observable adverse effect level: the lowest dose tested in an animal species779
with adverse effects780

MRSD:  Maximum recommended starting dose: the highest dose recommended as the initial781
dose in a clinical trial.  In clinical trials of adult healthy volunteers, the MRSD is predicted to782
cause no adverse reactions.  The units of the dose (e.g., mg/kg or mg/m2) may vary depending on783
practices employed in the area being investigated.  784

MTD:  Maximum tolerated dose in toxicity studies: a dose that is significantly toxic.785

NOAEL:  No observed adverse effect level: the highest dose tested in an animal species without786
adverse effects detected787

NOEL:  No observed effect level: the highest dose tested in an animal species with no detected788
effects789

PAD:  Pharmacologically active dose: the lowest dose tested in an animal species with the790
intended pharmacologic activity791

SF:  Safety factor: a number by which the HED is divided to introduce a margin of safety792
between the HED and the maximum recommended starting dose793

W:  Body weight in kg794
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